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WILEY X FISH-FINDING LENSES SCORE BIG
WITH NEW CAPTIVATE LENS TECHNOLOGY
@WileyX @NWFOutdoors
By Lew Carpenter

For someone who wears progressive lenses (think
bifocals), sunglasses are never an afterthought. And,
as a hunter and angler, good vision both near and
far is a necessity. Add in WileyX safety ratings and
can’t imagine a better product for the modern
sportsman in the field.

I

WileyX Prescription Captivate lenses raise the bar
for comfort, clarity and color enhancement on the
water or in the field. Recently, I put a new pair of
prescription Captivate lenses to the test while fishing
a deep canyon on Colorado’s South Platte River.
Chasing those wiley rainbows, browns and cutthroats
was made easier with the clarity and enhanced color
of the new shades. I clearly could see fish in their
feeding zones and the structure I needed to navigate
perfect drifts both on the surface with Caddis and
with nymphs below around the rocky stream beds.
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The changing light of a deep canyon is no match for these sunglasses, and they kept me on the water later
into the evening than seemed possible. This kind
of polarizing clarity deep into the golden hours has
tremendous value for me.
Wearing a pair of WileyX sunglasses is comfort and
confidence on the water. My days of squinting from
side glare and marginal polarization are long over.
This is my second pair of prescription WileyXs – the
first pair still working as fine as ever – and I’m grateful
every time I tie on a size 22 midge on the trout steams
or a Rat-L-Trap in the Louisiana marsh.

WileyX Captivate lenses on the Twisted frame.
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WX TWISTED
ANSI Z87.1

RX READY

One of our most popular styles in the Active Lifestyle category, the WX Twisted is built with clean-aggressive lines
and wide temple arms for a take-charge appearance with exceptional coverage. Strong, rectangular frame fronts and
entrenched, geometric design elements around the WX logos add subtle flair to the extreme protection and clarity
delivered in every pair of Wiley X glasses. The WX Twisted is also offered in alternate frame options to better fit face
shapes with high cheekbones and/or shallow nose bridges. https://www.wileyx.com/wx-twisted

SSTWI09
F: MATTE GREY
L: CAPTIVATE POLARIZED BLUE MIRROR
(GREY BASE)

SSTWI01

SSTWI08

F: MATTE BLACK
L: SMOKE GREY

F: MATTE BLACK
L: POLARIZED SMOKE GREY

BALLISTIC

BLACK OPS
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